These organisms exhibit SR behavior by exploiting extrinsic noise to optimize performance 101 on survival related tasks, mostly feeding or predator avoidance. Since such complex behavior 102 implicates higher cognition, memory and/or connectivity processes, researchers assumed SR 103 phenomena to take place in the CNS. The first robust empirical findings that confirmed this 104 notion were published by Manjarrez et al. in 2003 . In a study on anesthetized cats, SR was 105 demonstrated to occur in spinal and cortical evoked field potentials elicited by tactile stimuli 106 providing the first proof for SR taking place in animal CNS (Manjarrez et al. 2003) . Evidence 107 for SR related phenomena in humans have also been accumulated over the past two decades, respectively. Several studies have been performed within one sensory modality with either 112 noise and target signal being of the same or similar stimulation type (e.g. random vibration-113 week mechanical indentations, or of a different stimulation type (e.g. 114 within the somatosensory system the effect of electrical noise on the detection of mechanical 115
indentations has been investigated; Richardson et al. 1998 Despite these promising perspectives, however, so far some crucially important features for 127 designing and optimizing SR effects in the somatosensory system are unclear, e.g., the 128 optimal timing of "noise signals" in relation to the "test signal" is not known. Furthermore, 129 the current understanding of the neurophysiological mechanisms that underlie SR is extremely 130 limited, e.g., such basic issues as the neural sites of SR (peripheral versus central?) and its 131 relationship to other neurophysiological events (e.g. lateral inhibition) are poorly studied. We 132 believe that this information is needed in order to effectively implement "noise enhancement" 133 in both healthy and pathological conditions. The current study aims to give answers to some 134 of these basic questions. In order to do so, we investigated the interaction of well-defined 135 electrical pulses with simultaneously applied electrical noise (electrical noise stimulation: 136 ENS). This setup can be "controlled" very flexibly and it enabled us to step by step build "our 137 model" all the way to the CNS focusing on the temporal interaction between the two signals 138 without eliciting cross modal effects. 139
In the first experiment, we investigated the most "trivial" case: Noise and single electrical 140 pulses applied on the same sensory input which -via electrodes attached to individual fingers 141 -was the peripheral finger nerve. By directly stimulating the same peripheral nerve, potential 142 effects arising from receptor transductions such as temporal delays or non linear transductions 143 are avoided. In order to get a detailed view of the synchronous interaction between the two 144 signals, in the next experiment, instead of uniform pseudogaussian distribution, electrical 145 noise stimulation intensity was replaced by a sinusoidal function. After having shown 146 selective enhancement in our model, we investigated the interaction between noise and pulses 147 in somewhat more detail. In order to test whether the SR effect is purely peripheral, ENS was 148 delivered not only on the same, but also on the adjacent finger. Also, in one experiment single 149 pulses were replaced by trains of pulses. While in the aforementioned experiments, low pass 150 noise ("slow ENS") and short test pulses (0.2ms) were used, in another experiment, the noise 151 signal was unfiltered ("fast ENS") and combined with long (10ms) test pulses to allow for 152 noise fluctuation during the application of the test pulses. In this last experiment a forced 153 choice paradigm was used in order to assess sensitivity as a function of signal power. 154
Thus, in a series of experiments, we systematically varied stimulation and noise 155 characteristics in order to get closer to the underlying mechanisms. Specifically, we addressed 156 the following questions: (i) Under which conditions does subliminal noise lead to facilitatory
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164
All experiments were performed at the Dept. of Neurology at Charité hospital (Charité-165 Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Campus Mitte). The protocols were approved by the local ethics 166 committee; participants gave informed approval prior to participation and had no history of 167 neurological or psychiatric disorder. 168
Electrical finger nerve stimulation was performed with a bipolar constant-current stimulator 169 (DS5, Digitimer, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire, United Kingdom) and steel wire ring 170 electrodes. All signal waveforms were created using Labview® and generated as analog 171 voltage signals through a NI 6229 DAQ card (Fig.1) . The analog outputs were channeled in 172 two DS-5 stimulators, which convert the voltage signal in current (DC) by constantly 173 measuring the conductivity of the subjects' finger. All current signals were concurrently 174 measured and recorded in the analog inputs of the DAQ card. Further analysis was based on 175 these recordings. The DS-5 apart from stimulating also acted as an isolator to ensure the 176 subjects safety. 177
Electrodes were fixated using small pieces of polymeric sponge in a stable and comfortable 178 position, making sure that the lateral sides of the finger were well in contact with the 179 electrode. Typical distances between the electrodes were ~1.5cm depending somewhat on the 180 anatomical features of the subjects' fingers. After electrode fixation, a gel that facilitates 181 conductivity was applied on the metal-cutis contact. The gel contained natriumchloride, 182 hydroxyethylcellulose, propylenglykol and sterilized water. In experiment I and II, three 183 electrodes were placed on the left index finger (all subjects were right handed). For 184 experiment III-V, two additional electrodes were placed on the adjacent middle finger (Fig.1 ).
185
Stimulation of an adjacent finger excludes signal interaction in the peripheral nervous system, 186 hence any interaction is assumed to take place in the CNS. 187
Target pulses were single monophasic square wave pulses with a duration of 200µs generated 188 at 5kHz sampling rate, which is the maximum sampling frequency of the implemented 189 acquisition card. Trials were presented at jittered inter-stimulus intervals (ISI) between 2.0 190 and 3.3s. ISI randomization followed a uniform distribution. 
The peak-to-peak noise level value used in all subsequent measurements was calculated based 203 on this ST value. The noise level was maintained subliminal throughout all measurements in 204 this study (equaled 0.05*ST as long as the detection curve was valid and well centered on the 205 50% of detected trials). We checked for subliminality of each noise level by asking the 206 subjects to press a button immediately if they felt any kind of stimulation during a 20s noise 207 block. After each 20s block we asked the subjects once more whether they had felt anything. 208
In those experiments in which two fingers were involved, electrodes were placed on both 209 fingers. Subjects were not told which finger was stimulated and they were asked whether they 210 perceived any stimulus in general without specifying the stimulated finger. We made sure that 211 this noise level remained subliminal throughout the whole measurement by consulting the 212 subject after every measurement. If the subject detected any kind of stimulation in any finger 213 during this step or any stimulation on finger III (which never received test pulse stimulation) 214 this participant would have been excluded. This, however, never actually happened. 215
Before and after each run, the detection threshold was determined again and the intensity of 216 the near-threshold pulses in the respective subsequent run was adjusted accordingly. 217 Single pulses vs. single pulses with noise at the same finger. 223
Subjects were asked to respond as fast as possible after any felt test pulse by pressing a button 224 using their right thumb. Single monophasic square-wave pulses of three different intensities 225 were applied, 10% below ST, 10% above ST and on the ST calculated value, and noise was 226 delivered in blocks of 20s. Four runs were performed per subject on a total of 10 healthy 227 subjects (4m, 6f, age 20-34). Each measurement had a duration of 5.33min and a total of 144 228 trials was presented. 229 230 II.
Single pulses vs. single pulses with sinusoidal noise at the same finger. 231
In this experiment the exact same protocol as in exp. I was followed. The only alteration was 232 that the subliminal noise signal was replaced by a 30Hz subliminal sine signal ( Single pulses vs. single pulses with noise at the same or adjacent finger. 239
In this configuration pulses were continuously delivered to the index finger while noise was 240 applied either to the index finger or alternatively to the adjacent finger. Following the same 241 paradigm as before, noise was delivered in blocks of 20s. Noise blocks were applied in a 242 pseudorandomised sequence. Four measurements of 5.33min duration were repeated per 243 subject on a total of 11 healthy subjects, respectively (6f, 5m, age: 22-33). 244 245 IV.
Pulse trains vs. pulse trains with noise at the same or adjacent finger. 246
For a better understanding of the simultaneous single stimulus-noise interaction this 247 experiment was performed by presenting pulse trains instead of single pulses. In each trial, a 248 train of 6 pulses was presented (10Hz) (Fig. 4) . Again, subjects were instructed to respond as 249 fast as possible every time they felt a test stimulus. The protocol, the block 250 pseudorandomisation, the noise features, as well as all the remainder of the parameters in this 251 configuration were identical to those in exp. III. We measured 11 healthy subjects (6f, 5m, 252 age: 22-34). Furthermore, in this experiment we followed an approach based on Signal Detection Theory 266 (SDT). In SDT the sensitivity or discrimination capacity to a "real stimulus" is compared to a 267 "null trial" typically in a forced choice task, i.e., subjects are instructed to answer always with 268 "yes" or "no" whether during a certain time period a pulse was felt or not. This leads to 4 269 different possible outcomes: a hit (correctly identified stimulus) (H), a miss (negative 270 response to an existing stimulus), a correct rejection and a false alarm (identification of a 271 stimulus when in fact it is absent) (F). SDT's most used index for calculating sensitivity is the 272 sensitivity or discriminability index or just
d-prime (D'). D' (Macmillan and Creelman 2005), 273
is calculated from H and F through the inverse of the normal distribution function (z) also 274 known as z-transformation: 275
The temporal order of null trials and target trials was pseudorandomized. Each trial had a 277 duration of 3.5s. A single beep sound marked the beginning of each trial followed by a double 278 beep sound 1.5s after the first, indicating the moment of response. Between the acoustic 279 markers, stimuli were presented with a 1s time jitter. Noise was applied in 28s blocks. Each 280 condition ("just pulse", "pulse and noise on the index finger", "pulse on the index and noise 281 on the adjacent finger", "null trials") was presented in equal trial numbers for each subject. 282 283 284
RESULTS
286
Experiment I: Single pulses vs. single pulses with noise at the same finger 287 Fig. 6 shows the detection rates for the averaged trials of all measurements for all subjects. 288
The enhancement is higher when the test pulse intensity is lower. ENS induced a similar 289 effect on 8 out of 10 subjects: A significant enhancement on the detection of the two lowest 290 pulses and an insignificant decrease on the detection of the highest intensity pulses (Fig.6 ). 291
One out of ten subjects improved performance for all 3 intensities and one got worse in 292 detecting all 3 intensities. an equal distribution of negative and positive traces during each measurement. By using a sine 301 signal, the sign trace distribution is maintained symmetrical throughout each measurement. 302
Consequently the "seesaw twist" effect on the grand average ( Fig. 7) is more symmetrical 303 than the noise effect ( Both ENS/sine waveform and pulse signals in experiments I and II described above were 308 generated in the same sample frequency (5kHz) as the single pulses. Hence whenever a pulse 309 was delivered simultaneously along with noise the two signals interacted "instantly" for 310
200µs (sum trace interval). The value of the applied intensity of the sine waveform in the 311 same moment a pulse is delivered is a sine intensity trace. A trace analysis was performed in 312 all such traces in order to identify common attributes of successfully detected versus 313 undetected traces (Fig. 8) decrease the detectability of the highest intensity pulses. Whether pulses of the middle 329 intensity are becoming more or less detectable depends on the sign distribution that coincides 330 with pulses of this intensity. A positive DC "population" increases detection rates while 331
negative DC values tend to reduce detection rates for pulses of this intensity (Fig. 8 right) . 332 333 Experiment III: Single pulses vs. single pulses with noise at the same or adjacent finger. 334 ENS when applied on the adjacent finger had no significant effect on the detection of pulses 335 at the two lowest intensities. The only significant effect of ENS on the adjacent finger was the 336 decrease of the detection rate of the highest intensity pulses (p=0.00486 and p=0.0266 for 337 ENS at the same and adjacent finger respectively) (Fig. 9) . 338 339
Insert Figure 9 340
Experiment IV: Pulse trains vs. pulse trains with noise at the same or adjacent finger. 342
In this experiment, the highest detection rates occur when noise and pulse trains are both 343 delivered on the index finger (Fig. 10) . By using trains instead of single pulses the probability 344 of a positive noise trace to coincide with a part of the target stimulus increases. The more 345 single pulses are contained in a pulse train, the higher this probability. The detection rate for 346 the highest intensity pulses (always close to 100%) remains unaffected. Subliminal ENS 347 applied on the same finger significantly increases the total detection rates of all near threshold 348 pulse trains thus shifting the ST of the subjects towards lower values. This total detection rate 349 enhancement occurred for all 11 subjects. Notwithstanding, subliminal noise applied on the 350 adjacent finger induced a significant decrease (p=0.0389) of the highest intensity detection 351 rate that reaffirms the effect also seen using single pulse stimuli (exp. III). The D' analysis results demonstrates that the subjects became significantly more sensitive in 358 detecting pulses of the two lowest intensities when noise was applied on the same finger (Fig.  359  11) . Moreover, noise applied on the adjacent finger also improved the likelihood for detection 360 of near threshold pulses, particularly for pulses of mid intensity. Though this partial 361 enhancement was not statistically significant (p=0.0600), the total detection rates for trials of 362 all three pulse intensities are significantly higher during the presence of adjacent ENS 363 (p=0.0364). More important, 7 out of 12 subjects exhibited both a significant improvement on 364 the detection rates and on the D' values for the two lower intensities. We corrected for 365 undefined (+/-inf) values of HR and FAR by adding 0.5 to all data cells (hits, misses, false 366 alarms, correct rejections) prior to calculation (Hautus 1995; Miller 1996) . Six subjects scored 367 zero false alarms, five subjects scored one single false alarm, respectively (the wrongly 368 identified test pulses actually occurred in different trials) and one subject scored two false 369 alarms. Two of the false alarms corresponded to null trials in complete signal absence, three 370
were committed during subliminal ENS on the adjacent finger and two false alarms were 371
given during ENS at the same finger (both responses given by the same subject). 372
The slightly higher rate of false alarm responses in experiment five as compared to 373 experiments I-IV (along with an overall different performance as seen in the D' plots) may be 374 due to the somewhat increased overall attention associated with trials in experiment V based 375 on the forced choice setup; furthermore there were differences in the applied signals (faster 376 noise, longer pulses), and there was also a different time jitter. 377 However, given that there was never any significant number of false positive hits and also 378 never any significant change of false positive hits by additional noise, we can conclude that 379 the enhancing effect (of D') of additional noise is mainly driven by the increase of the hit rate 380 to actual stimuli. 381
As for experiments I-IV they did not follow a strict 'forced choice design', rather, before each 382 experimental block subjects were asked to report immediately whenever they felt any 383 stimulation. In these experiments, we never had any false alarm, and (formally) no responses 384 to "pseudo 1 null trials" (which we inserted retrospectively) have been given, i.e., all responses 385 followed test pulses. 386 387 388 389
Insert Figure 11  390 391 Fig.12 gives the result of a binning analysis performed by calculating the noise signal power 392 applied along (during) each pulse stimulus. First, we segmented the parts of the noise 393 waveform "contained" in each test pulse stimulation (Fig.5) selective enhancement and selective inhibition. Interestingly, the overall ability of the subjects 480 to perceive near threshold pulses as indexed by the total detection rate of all pulses remains 481 approximately constant with and without ENS (exp. I). Thus, the effect of slow noise could be 482 utilized to enhance or reduce detection of the extreme pulses, respectively, but there is another 483 interesting implication of this "seesaw twist" effect. Considering that the slope of a sigmoid 484 detection curve is an analog of the transfer gain function (system theory), noise in this context 485 can serve as a transfer function moderator (Freeman 1975 and 1991; Skarda and Freeman 486 1987; Gordon 1990 ). Since a fundamental behavioral attribute classically associated to the 487 slope of such curves is arousal, "slow" noise could play the role of an arousal 488 moderator/modulator in similar electrical stimulation tasks. 489
The analysis of instantaneous signal interaction (Fig. 8) demonstrates that the instantaneous 490 "addition" of noise (or sinusoidal noise) plus the pulse amplitude plays a major role for signal 491 detection as postulated by SR. This "DC addition mechanism" becomes most evident when 492 noise is replaced by subliminal sinusoidal stimulation (exp. II). Here, the equi-balanced 493 distribution between positive and negative DC additions elicited a strikingly symmetrical 494 seesaw twist (Fig.7) . Comparing the effect of sinusoidal stimulation with the effect of noise, it 495 seems that the effect of noise cannot be fully explained by DC addition/subtraction since the 496 noise effect seems to lack a clear symmetry (regarding the enhanced perception of low 497 intensity pulses versus the attenuated perception of high-intensity pulses) as seen when 498 comparing figures 6 and 7. Clearly this issue requires further investigation. 499
In exp. V, where unfiltered ("fast") noise interacts with longer pulses, "pilot" testing showed 500 that subjects were incapable to distinguish between the longer (10ms) and the shorter (200µs) 501 pulses even after adjustment for intensity, i.e. typically a subject with a 2.1mA threshold for 502 short and 0.72mA for long pulses would sense these two pulses identically. By submitting the 503 participants to a forced choice task we followed a SDT approach. "Detection" in the 504 "hypothesis (H)" for this experiment now stands for the subjects' sensitivity in perceiving all 505 near threshold single pulses. In this paradigm, ENS targeted to the index finger lead to a 506 powerful enhancement of sensitivity as D' gets larger. By analyzing the impact of the summed 507 input (by binning the sums of test pulse intensity + instantaneous noise), we show that the 508 effect of noise addition for the lowest intensity pulses follows the classic inverse U-shape SR 509 curve (Fig. 12) . This is strong evidence that stochastic resonance effects dominate detection at 510 this pulse intensity, since detection enhancement is driven by noise power. Binning analysis 511 on the two other intensity pulses did not show a consistent behavioral pattern. Since the 512 possible enhancement depends on the intensity of the pulse itself, it is possible that the range 513 of noise amplitudes implemented was not wide enough; i.e. the tested region may have been 514 limited to a partial portion (ascending half) of the SR curve for the specific intensity. 515
At this point, a theoretical clarification needs to be made: A well-known method which also 516 exploits noise in signal detection is dithering, which is an anti-aliasing technique that uses 517 noise in quantization (or re-quantization) processes as to randomize quantization error. When 518 added to low-amplitude or highly periodical signals before any digital sampling, dithering de-519 correlates the quantization error from the input signal and any remaining distortion will 520 exhibit a random distribution after sampling, i.e., a kind of "noise smoothing" is achieved. In 521 this context, the seesaw effect which we found in experiments I and II may be described as 522 dithering. The term SR is usually used when aiming at a general detection enhancement of 523
near-threshold signals which is driven by (an optimal) noise power (McDonnell and Abbot  524 2009; Wannamaker et al. 2000) as shown by an inverse U-shape relationship between noise 525 power and signal detection. Hence, the results of experiment V in which at certain powers of 526 (fast!) noise the detection of near-threshold pulses is generally enhanced most clearly meets 527 that terminology. Nevertheless, the underlying mechanisms may be similar if not the same for 528 dithering and SR, namely, signal addition at quantization or detection thresholds, respectively. 529
Therefore one may generally speak of "noise induced threshold crossings" (Gaimatoni 1995). 530
The aim of SR in its more narrow definition may best be achieved if noise has the features 531 used in exp. V (fast in comparison to the target signal). Thus the SR approach followed in this 532 study (hypothesis H; McDonnell and Abbot 2009) acknowledges that the terms SR and 533 dithering are not mutually exclusive, but rather refer to different situations of using noise to 534 influence signal detection. 535
When (low pass) noise signal was applied to the adjacent finger (exp. III, IV) subjects became 536 significantly worse in detecting single pulses of the highest intensity. The detection rates of 537 the two less intense near-threshold pulses (at threshold, 10% below threshold) remained 538 unaffected (exp. III). In principle the same pattern was seen in exp. IV in which pulse trains 539 where used instead of single pulses. This pattern seems not consistent with SR, rather lateral 540 inhibition may play an important role here (Hsieh et al. 1995; Taskin et al. 2008 by inhibiting input from "neighboring" body parts (lateral inhibition). The presence of such 550 lateral inhibition effects has been shown in both animal as well as human studies (Hsieh et al. 551 1995; Greek et al. 2003) . 552
While in these experiments no clear indication of SR effects of noise to an adjacent finger was 553 found, exp. V, however, gives new evidence for a facilitatory effect of applying noise to the 554 adjacent finger: The total detection rates became distinctly higher, i.e. there was a significant 555 enhancement of the general ability of subjects to detect near threshold trials. This finding 556 strongly suggests a central component of SR in the CNS. Overall, the influence of ENS on an 557 adjacent finger seems to be mediated by at least two opposing effects, i.e., lateral inhibition 558 and stochastic resonance. It seems that these effects differ with respect to their dependence on 559 the strength of the target pulse, and/or the precise temporal relationship between target pulses 560 and noise. E.g., the SR effect occurred mainly on the two lower intensities while the 561 inhibitory effect was seen at the highest intensity. 562
When the target stimuli are pulse trains instead of single pulses, the enhancement effect of 563 ENS seems to be drastically stronger. Each single pulse corresponded to the shortest segment 564 of signal which the implemented equipment could possibly generate (200µs). Two positive 565 segments employed simultaneously create a stronger stimulus which is more likely to be 566 detected than each single stimulus applied separately. Therefore the enhancement effect of 567 subliminal noise is drastically stronger when using pulse trains for which the probability of 568 two signal segments of positive voltage value coinciding in time is proportional to the extent 569 of stochastic capability of the resonating system (Wio et al. 2012 ; Papoulis and Pillai 2001). 570
Notably, there may also be an influence of periodicity within the pulse train stimulus. 571
Periodically stimulated sensory neurons typically exhibit a statistical phase locking to the 572 stimulus (Dolnik et al. 1992; Longtin 1992) . Periodic stimuli favor firing of neurons at a 573 preferred phase of the stimulus cycle with peaks centered at integer multiples of the driving 574 periods. The phase locked effect has been shown to take place specifically for neurons 575 involved in transducing electric fields (Longtin 1992) . Periodicity of the stimuli also has an 576 impact on signal processing in the CNS since it can induce neural synchronization. Both intra-577 and inter-regional synchronization of neural activity induced by periodic input have been 578
shown to be facilitated by the addition of moderate amounts of random noise (Ward et al 579 2010) . To disentangle the two effects (SR only versus SR plus effect of periodic stimulation), 580 studies will have to be performed in which pulse trains are presented at irregular intervals. 581
In conclusion, this study shows that subliminal ENS stimulation can be used to improve 582 perception of near threshold electrical stimuli. Enhancement of detectability was achieved 583 either for all near threshold intensities (exp. IV and V) or selectively (exp. Time ( 
